REPLACEMENT PARTS
- 110-70106 BLADE KIT FOR EVO7 SERIES (INCLUDES BLADE AND NOSEPIECE SCREW)
- 110-70048 CALIBRATION CAP

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES
- 110-70131 NOSEPIECE ALTERNATE 1MM EXTRA TIE TAIL
- 110-70132 NOSEPIECE ALTERNATE 2MM EXTRA TIE TAIL
- 110-70133 NOSEPIECE ALTERNATE 3MM EXTRA TIE TAIL
- 110-70089 CALIBRATION TOOL FOR ON-SITE TOOL ADJUSTMENT (REQUIRES 110-99000 OR EQUIVALENT LINEAR FORCE GAUGE)

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES (NOT AVAILABLE IN ALL MARKETS)
- 110-70091 T-8 STAR DRIVE TOOL FOR LOCKING TENSION SETTING
- 110-99000 UC200 TENSION GAUGE FOR TENSILE READOUT WHEN CALIBRATING MK SERIES AND EVO SERIES TOOLS

UNS # | TYPE | HAND SPAN | LABEL COLOR | PACKAGING | DIM "A" | DIM "B" | DIM "C" | DIM "D"
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
110-70083 | EVO7 | STANDARD | BLACK | US | 2.6 [66] | 3.7 [93] | 3.7 [95] | 4.4 [112]
110-70084 | EVO7SP | SHORT | MAROON | US | 2.5 [63] | 3.5 [88] | 3.6 [90] | 4.3 [108]
110-70129 | EVO7 | STANDARD | BLACK | EUROPEAN | 2.6 [66] | 3.7 [93] | 3.7 [95] | 4.4 [112]
110-70130 | EVO7SP | SHORT | MAROON | EUROPEAN | 2.5 [63] | 3.5 [88] | 3.6 [90] | 4.3 [108]

Units: inches
Dimension without tolerances details to:
.xxxx = ±.0005
.xxx = ±.005
.xx = ±.02
.x = ±.03
None = ±.06
\[\pm 0.5\]
Dimension Formatted in [mm]